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Players gotta play.
Hate is like a poison. It contaminates everything.
So does doubt.
Even though I deny what I overheard, even though I insist it isn’t true, the seed of doubt has been planted. I
can’t help but be tormented with the endless what-if’s that have taken over our lives.
Romeo and I were happy in love. The future stretched before us brighter than any star in the darkest sky.
Now everything is broken. Literally broken. Romeo’s entire career is at stake, my entire future is
threatened… and my past?
It’s coming back to haunt me.
To haunt us.
Romeo says we’re in this together and right now the only sure thing is us. But how far can a love so new be
pushed? The lengths we will have to go to save each other puts everything at risk.
Romeo is a #player but how much of the game can one person play?
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From Reader Review #Player for online ebook

Talia (Red Hot Ink) says

Another amazing book in this incredible series.

Even if Hater was my all-time favorite, Player too was a good damn book. Rimmel and Romeo's
relationships is stronger than ever. Their statuses are not questioned anymore and Rimmel really blossoms as
a character. Gone is the insicure Nerd. And Romeo...

Since Christmas is coming I'm considering asking Santa for a Romeo all of my own. He's hands down my
new book boyfriend. Romeo, not Santa, mind you.

There's not much to say. It was a sweet romance, with a good plot and also an heartstopping moment in the
end that had me gripping the book like a lifeline.

The only thing that maybe got a little less exciting in the end was the Zach thing. All the legal stuff. Hater
maybe was a little more adventurous in that department, but who am I kidding. It was a damn fine book and
I'm just splitting hairs.

In conclusion, the last installment of Romeo and Rimmel's story was a great read I would recommend to
everyone. It will leave you craving for more, but do not worry. There's still three other books plus a novella
in the series. And Romeo and Rimmel are featured in every one of them with big roles each time.

So read and enjoy people, this is the good stuff.

Edit 2017: this is not the last book about the couple. In 2016 #Bae was released, featuring Rimmel and
Romeo and their journey to build a family.

Reema says

[image error]

Nicla says

Another re-read for me. Still love it just as much.

Original review

When I read the first book in this series I wasn't sure I was going to continue because I didn't like the hero.
Now I am glad I gave this series a second chance because I absolutely love this book. Romeo the hero who at
first I disliked is amazing. He is 100% devoted and crazy in love with Rimmel. She is his world. And



Rimmel has grown as a character but she is still a such sweet and likeable heroine.

Overall a fun, hot and a little bit sweet read. Definitely the best book in the series so far. Can't wait for
#Heart.

HEA (view spoiler)
Cheating/OW (view spoiler)
Angst Level: Low 3.5/10
Heat Level: 7/10

Any push/pull (view spoiler)
Any couple separation (view spoiler)

Karlie (cozyreadsandtea) says

*3.5

Chelsea ❤Peril Please❤ says

Ahhh just the cherry on top of an adorable series ❤?❤?❤?❤? I love my Romeo!

Christy says

4.5 stars!

Romeo and Rimmel… I’m sad that their story has come to an end. You can tell I’m loving an audio book
when I’m listening to it more than I’m reading my current book, and I flew through these three audios. The
Hashtag series is a fun read with some steam, some swoon, a bit of drama and a lot of heart. You will fall in
love with these characters.

Rimmel is strong, devoted and loving. Romeo is so dedicated and protective of his girl. There is a lot about
Rimmel’s past that comes up in this story. It’s a hurdle for their relationship. Dealing with that, along with
Romeo healing from what happened in book 2, and it’s a lot. But they are strong. And they love each other
more than anything. And I LOVE that about them!

As much as I love this couple, my favorite thing about this book was actually Braden. The brother/sister
relationship he had with Rimmel was perfection! Every time those two had a scene together I had the biggest
grin on my face. I’m so excited for his books.



If you’re looking for a great new adult read to listen to on audio, I highly recommend these! I’ve enjoyed
them a great deal!

Steffi De Ceuster ♥ says

I enjoyed this series so much.
I fell in love with Rimmel and Romeo! They are so easy to love! This one sure has a lot of drama too, but it
was all worth it! I really felt bad for Rimmel at so many times she had so much to deal with and go through.
I'm also glad they got each other they are so good and special together!

Go read this series!

Barbara? says

Can I just say I absolutely LOVE Roman? I mean, in book 1 you wonder if he is redeemable. He's such a
cocky douche. But he opens his eyes to Rimmel and she is his world....his everything and he will do anything
he can to put her first and protect her above all else. *sigh* Every girl needs a man like that.

I swear though, these two just can't seem to catch a break. I don't think I've ever read a series where the mc's
have such OTT drama in their lives. It was a little ridiculous but like a train wreck..I couldn't look away..or
in this case stop reading. I mean, wasn't it enough Rimmel was attacked by Zach like she was? Then she has
to learn the truth about her dad's issues, from Roman's mom no less, but then to have loan sharks after her
too? Geez, what did this poor girl do in another life to get such bad karma? But Romeo was there every step
of the way to take care of her and protect her at all cost. He would give everything up for her, even his
life...*sighing here again*

But I gotta say, I don't know that I'm interested in Ivy and Braeden. I love Braeden. He's got Romeo's back
and what an awesome big brotha from another motha he is to Rimmel. I like Ivy. I am glad she's getting her
life together and seems to be trying to be a better person. BUT, I don't know that I like the two of them
together...that's just me. Maybe one day I'll read their story. This is enough for now.

Paula M. of Her Book Thoughts! says

I will surely miss this couple. Romeo and Rimmel's relationship is the kind you wish you have with
someone. My reading was actually done in parts-- by part swooning and part sobbing because of envy.

First of all, I feel the need to say this. I am so so picky when it comes to NA books. Half of the NA books
that I read this month just pissed me off and made me swear off anything NA or college romance on my
TBR. But this series totally caught my attention and made me stay until the end.

Second, I need to get this out of my system: Who IS THAT GUY ON THE COVER BECAUSE OH MY
GOD I'M TOTALLY CRUSHING ON HIM. That face with Romeo's attitude is just... I'M DEAD.



Rimmel is so lucky I don't know if I should be happy for her or be jealous.

Third, and this is the review: I'm glad that this is more than just a cheesy love story. If you'll ask me, this
is like the college version of Rock Chick by KA because of the laughs, the adorable yet fierce heroine and
the mega hot Alpha love interest. And of course because of the suspense. There was a lot of secrets that was
thrown my way that I did not see coming. I was hurt for Rimmel and Romeo. But I cannot deny that it added
a flare to the series.

I love how flawed every characters are in here and instead of being turned off I just loved them even
more. Romeo is just the PERFECT book boyfriend ever. I WISH THIS GUY IS REAL (and that he's mine)
because I swear, the world will be a better place if there's a lot of Romeo around. Rimmel grew. I didn't like
her clumsy self before because, well, I just don't. Its great watching her finally taking her claws out because
its about time!

I am so so happy that I finally read books by Cambria, I'm glad I discovered her because I just love
her writing so much and I can't wait to check out her other books.

Lastly, I CANNOT WAIT FOR BRAEDEN'S book. The national BFFL of the book world. I have a theory
when it comes to her heroine (I'm still hoping its me) and I am freaking excited. Its time to accept the fact
that Romeo is taken and its time to move on...... to Braeden.

Do I recommend this series? You bet your butt I do. Reading Romeo and Rimmel's relationship was
exciting. You will swoon, you will hurt but it will surely bring a smile to your face. Romeo and Rimmel will
surely be a favorite for a very long time!

Jacqueline's Reads says

5 Oh Romeo and Rimmel Stars

#Player is book 3 of the Hastag series. Book 3 concludes Romeo and Rimmel’s story.

I LOVE THIS ADORABLE SWEET SERIES!

If you want to read something that will make you smile from ear to ear then you should pick up this series.

#Player picks up from where #Hater leaves off. Romeo has a broken arm *gasp* and Rimmel is recovering
from her attack from Zack.

Even though Romeo has a broken arm, he’s only concerned about Rimmel. And Rimmel is battered, hurt and
in pain, but she’s not showing it because she knows how protective Romeo can be. I love the relationship
between Rimmel and Romeo, it’s just pure cuteness.

Rimmel and Romeo have to deal with Zack and all his crazy. Zack is the villain I love to hate. I love a nasty
villain and if you make him crazy, well it’s even better! Don’t worry. Zack is not the focal point of the whole
book. Cambria will throw in other stuff too.



Rimmel deals with family stuff and you feel for the girl. There’s a little mystery element to her past and it
will keep you intrigued and wondering what’s happening or I guess what happened in her case.

Romeo is the perfect arrogant, but protective boyfriend. My heart swoons every time I read these books.
He’s Rimmel’s supportive system and is always there for her.

I love that it’s about Romeo and Rimmel against the world. I love that kind of writing. I love it with
the main characters use issues and obstacles to bring them closer together! It’s how it should be.

The tone and pace was perfect for me. I didn’t find #Player overly dramatic and long. It was short, to the
point and I got everything I needed.

The BEST part for me is Braden. Got I love him. He’s book is the next one and I.CAN.NOT.WAIT!
My panties are already getting wet.

An ARC was provided in exchange for an honest review

REVIEW | AMAZON $3.99
REVIEW | AMAZON $3.99
AMAZON

Elise ✘ a.k.a Ryder's Pet ✘ says

??????*Boring*??????

Third book - and apparently final - of the couple Roman ‘Romeo’ Anderson (almost 20? 21?) and Rimmel
Hudson (almost 19? 20?). Last book ended in a cliffhanger and this one starts just at the same place where it
ended. Which is a good thing. I hate missing things. In this book, Romeo has to be ready to the fact that his
career might be over before it even had started and Rimmel's future might be over as she might lose her
scholarship. Then there's also the fact that Rimmel feels like she's being watched. Overall, the book was
cute; the relationship between the two is adorable and full of love, however, it's also boring and very much
cliche and predictable. I did, though, like that we get to see more of a closer friendship between Romeo and
Braeden.

“Don’t forget this moment. Don’t forget the absolute truth in the way you feel right now. I
love you and I’m not going to stop.”

Quick basic facts:
Genre: - (New Adult) Contemporary Romance.
Series: - Series, Book Three.
Love triangle? - (view spoiler)
Cheating? - (view spoiler)
HEA? - (view spoiler)



Favorite character? - Roman ‘Romeo’ Anderson.
Would I read more by this author/or of series? - Yes.
Would I recommend this book/series? - Not sure
Will I read this again in the future? - No.
Rating - 2 stars.

Cristina says

Because I read all the books containing Romeo and Rimmel's story back to back I decided to right one
review for all the books in this series (#Nerd, #Hater and #Player) right here and let you know what I though
about the #Nerd and the #Player's love story :D

Rimmel is the awkward girl on campus that hides behind large clothes and big hair. She also is very smart
and loves animals...that's why she studies to become a vet and volunteers at the local animal shelter, the only
place she feels she can be herself.

Roman a.k.a. Romeo is the football star and a total ladies man. He is forced to take tutoring in order to keep
his grades up and guess who the tutor is? Ohhh...and did I mention almost all the girls fall at his feet and he's
an insufferable flirt? Why do you think they call him Romeo? :P

After being dared to sleep with Rimmel in order to be accepted in a very exclusive fraternity he makes and
effort to get to know her better but the jokes on him because instead of making her fall for him things go the
other way.

They hit a few bumps in the road when Rimmel finds out about Romeo's plan but in the end the #Nerd and
the #Player make one hell of a couple and they beat all the odds :D

But this series isn't all about the love story and the romance. The author gave us quite an action and mystery
storyline as well.

When the former president of the frat house that Romeo wanted to pledge (Zach) is kicked out and is no
longer president because Romeo helped frame him he comes back looking for revenge and starts threatening
him and Rimmel.

On top of his new relationship and wanting a spot in NFL Romeo has to protect Rimmel from Zach because
the guy has gone off the rails and starts to do more than threaten his girl.



All is well when ends well but not before we read about kidnapping, a serious attack and an injury that could
cost Romeo his new spot in NFL and the big leagues.

But if you thought that the drama ends here you have another thing coming because in the middle of the shit
storm Rimmel discovers that everything she knew about her mothers death was a lie and that her father is in
serious trouble. And of course they both get dragged into another shitty situation that involves blackmail, the
FBI and (view spoiler).

In the end they get their HEA and you'll realize that you lived their story right there with them and now it
over.

While reading this novel I felt like I was watching a movie and I really liked that. These books where very
well written and the characters are very loveable (especially Romeo :P).

If you like this series as much as I did log on to the IfList and support #Nerd to become a movie because it's
totally worth it :D

Vore Here!

Later edit :D

I totally loved the #BuzzBoss even if was a little Gossip Girl like :P

Violina The Romance Lover says

  6 "Happily Ever After" stars

 WARNING: Roman "Romeo" Anderson IS MINE! HE POSESS MY WHOLE HEART !!!

Well, fellas, this is  not  the typical NA/YA now I am sure of that!
These books are so  MUCH MORE!
With every book I fell in love more and more with these characters! Their passion, love and andventures are
something that will stay with me for a long time!  ALL  I am saying is that  Roman  and  Rimmel  's
relationship is something that  I  want to have  one day!  Finding someone so sweet, hot, adorable, honest,
honorable, smart and amazing man like  Romeo  is every girl's dream and reading about their marvelous
relationship made want to run into the wild and  find  my own  Romeo Anderson!



 Now back to the story..

In this book Rimmel and Romeo had to deal really serious things.. like her father's accusations about her
mother's murder and the people who are threatening to kill them! After they just suffered from the unstable
boy in school who tried to kill them both they are facing thearts again, only much more bad! After flying to
Florida to know the truth about Rimmle's mother murder and found out that some many secrets were been
kept from her. Now she is determinate to resolve the case about the death, to know everything that happened
and to stop the people who wants to kill her and Romeo...  and she was NEVER alone!

What I love  MOST  about this book was their  relationship !!!
That's how every realtionship should be! They fight together, as a team! Share everything, their secrets, their
dreams, their fears. Their love is so  pure, honest, beautiful and heart melting  that in times you have to stop
and think  " Will I ever have something that beautiful with another human being?! "  They supported each
other and helped each other! They were like  ONE!

“Don’t forget this moment. Don’t forget the absolute truth in the way you feel right now. I
love you and I’m not going to stop.”

 Romeo.. *le sigh*

 I LOVE YOU! I WANT YOU! I NEED YOU! - Sincerely, Your Violina!

One of my  top favourite  heroes EVER! This man was everything you are asking for! He was sexy, cocky,
smart, posessive, sweet, talented, protective and AMAZING ! I can go on forever talking about how much I
loved him...
In this book he risked everything because of the love of his life! He was smart about the things he should do,
the had a tactics about saving their lives and never stopped fighting. He is kind of man who never let anyone
he loves down, he is a  #player  and he knows how to play the game! He was the equivalent of the perfect
man!

 And well, my thoughts about this...

 Rimmel  of course was amazing,  AGAIN! ! She was fighter, who always protected the man she loved! She
was so supportive of Romeo's achievements. His biggest cheerleader and biggest support! She was ashmed
of her family but Romeo never let her down, never doubt in her and she never doubt in the love he feels
about her! I loved their convos, their funny moments and how they were able to talk about everything..

There was never a dull moment between them.. that goes to their  stemy hot moments too!!! Exploring,
loving.. that was them! Their lust and passion were  HOT HOT HOT!  But their love was the things that



made everything seem so amazing, sweet and sexy! Their  true feelings  were the sexiest thing of all!

The ending was  PERFECT  for them! It was so cute, funny and heart warming! I am sad to say goodbye to
them but I am happy to see that they've been through so much more and in the end they were stronger than
ever!

 Can't wait for Breaden and Ivy and their summer romance! They were awesome in the books and I KNOW
that their own book will be amazing as well !!!

Catarina says

5 #PerfectEnding Stars

In this third book, Zach is finally away from them and Romeo and Rimmel just to want to be happy together
without more interference and obstacles in their way. Romeo is now playing for the NFL and they are getting
some media attention, but nothing that they can’t handle and things are finally starting to look good for them
Until the past comes barreling again, bringing with them old ghosts and new threats to their happiness.
And someone decides to make a play with Rimmel in order to get to Romeo, he will be the first to play the
game and making sure everyone remembers why he’s such a good player.

If these books were an ice-cream flavor I’m pretty sure they would be Ben & Jerry’s Cookie Dough because
they are *that* good. And one of the best things about them is that despite all the drama and all the obstacles
thrown in their way, they stick together. It’s them against the world. And when a lot of authors would take
advantage of the drama to separate them and create a lot of angst with it, Cambria doesn’t do that, which
makes this couple a memorable one. I love how protective and fierce they are with each other and how
intense their feelings are. After following their story for three books I’ve got to say that I’m pretty happy
with how things wrapped up for them. One epilogue of them in the future and everything would perfect. Or
even another book. I’m pretty sure this author could write 30 books about this couple and I would never get
tired of them.
One of the best NA series I’ve read, and one you really shouldn’t miss.

Rating:  5 Stars.
Characters Development:  If I already loved Romeo before, I definitely loved him even more after this one.
And the same with Rimmel, she was even more adorable and feisty in this one. And even more clumsy if
possible. Braeden was once again awesome and I can’t wait to read his book.
Steam:  Hot.
Sensible Subjects:  (view spoiler)



Love Triangle:  (view spoiler)
Cheating:  (view spoiler)
HEA:  (view spoiler)

Meags says

[being treated at the hospital and (hide spoiler)]


